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1n.  in the world

• A history of more than 50 years, at the service 
of the largest companies of the industry as well as of 
thousands of small-scale installers the world over.

• No. 1 in the world in the lifting technology up to 6 
stops.

• Over 800,000 lifts handled by GMV technology 
throughout the world.

• 30% of the hydraulic lifts all over the world are equip-
ped with our components.

• (Global + Local) Technique: the guarantee of 
GMV’s worldwide consolidated brand conjugated to 
the efficiency of a highly qualified local service.

• Leader in technology and innovations: com-
plete range of lifts Green Lift Fluitronic and Green 
Lift Gearless Belt: the optimum solutions – respec-
tively – for lifts up to 6 stops and over

• “6 Sigma” as a philosophy of total quality, up to 
the complete testing of the products.

Over 800,000 lifts operating 
with GMV equipment

GMV’s figures
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Group

Innovating and growing,
always and better.

Innovation and growth
The indissoluble mating of “innovation and growth” has been 
one of GMV’s winning strategies since the early nineteen sixties.
The first innovation we developed was the introduction of the 
hydraulic lift at industrial scale on the Italian market and then 
in Europe and throughout the world as a technically and eco-
nomically winning alternative to the then prevailing traction lift. 
The soundness of such originality has been confirmed world-
wide. Nowadays, the hydraulic lifts cover approximately 40% of 
the market of new lifts in Europe and 80% in North America.
Because of the absence of the suspended loads of machine and 
counterweight, the hydraulic lift is - in all respects - a low seis-
mic vulnerability system, as it has been proven in cases of tel-
luric events which occurred in several regions the world over 
during the last fifty years.
In an increasingly global market, innovation means continuous 
exploration of new spurs and improved solutions, at the con-
sistent pursuit of better products and services.
Innovation leads to growth, as a Group, of both the knowledge 
and potentials available to the customers, who find in us the 
responses to their market requirements.
The innovation philosophy is what enabled us to boast the 
current over 100 million strokes per day carried out by lifts 
equipped with GMV technology all over the world. Also in the 
last few years, the GMV Group has proven to be a leader in 
technology and innovation. The experience accrued has led us 
to two new advanced solutions, namely: 
• The FLUITRONIC TECHNOLOGY and the Green Lift Flu-
itronic lifts.The latter are the most advanced evolution/revolu-
tion in the hydraulic systems, characterized by the use of a digi-
tal technology electronic valve for optimum performance, (e.g. 
in energy saving and cost containment), environment-friendly 
fluid for zero environmental impact, and dry motors to reduce 
consumption. They represent the best solution for lifts up to 6 
stops (i.e. 60% of the new lift market).
• The GEARLESS BELT TECHNOLOGY and Green Lift 
Gearless Belt Lifts – characterized by asynchronous three-
phased motors with no permanent magnets, simple and easy 
to install and ideal for systems with more than 6 stops 
The Green Lift Fluitronic and Gearless Belt lifts are the best solu-
tions  – in the above mentioned ranges – as related to safety, 
environment-friendliness, consumption and – mainly – main-
tenance cost-effectiveness (thanks to the 10-year guarantee).

The innovation philosophy 
is what enabled us to boast 
the current over 100 million 
strokes per day carried out 
by lifts equipped with GMV 

technology. 

Angelo Martini 
President

Marco Martini 
General Manager



Today

GL DRY CONTROL 
UNIT c/w NGV valve

Yesterday

1958 - GMV is born in Milan out of an entrepreneurial idea of Angelo Martini, its 
current chairman. The first years see the company committed in the manufacturing 
of control panels for lifts.

1960/1966  - The first prototype of central direct drive piston is developed in the 
early nineteen sixties. The production starts with 100 hydraulic systems per year.

1971 - Because of its exponential increase in sales, GMV transfers its operations to 
a modern plant in Pero (Milan). In a few years, the production increases from 600 to 
5,000 hydraulic systems per year.

1972 - This date is of particular significance for GMV. Thanks to the 2:1 roping, a new 
market sector – namely the passenger system – opens for hydraulics. 

In the following years, the production of components is launched and an international 
distribution network is created through the establishment of partner companies in 
Germany, France and Spain.

1976 - The market dictates the launch of the telescopic piston, which is developed in 
the production engineering department of the Pero plant.

1980/1990 - In this same period of time, new manufacturing facilities are established 
in Germany, France, Greece, India, Canada, and Argentina.

1992 - The growth continues with no interruptions. The Novara plant is purchased. 
The spreading of GMV products throughout the world increases.

1993 - A new plant is opened in Sweden, mainly dedicated to the production of 
telescopic pistons. 

1998 - The line of SL (Slim) pistons and control units is introduced to enable new, 
improved performance as well as a remarkable reduction in the use of hydraulic oil.

2000 - By introducing the line of Green Lift Coordinated Components, GMV offers all 
the installers the opportunity of developing their own lifts with no need of hydraulic 
machine room.

2003 - GMV seizes the attention of the market with its Green Lift MRL-MC line: ma-
chine room less lifts whose control equipment is located in a cabinet outside the shaft.

2004 - GMV designs an innovative electronic valve for hydraulic lifts which – with 
limited cost – ensures high running comfort, excellent performance and reductions of 
both consumption and power installed.

2006 - Sensitive to the requirements of the market, GMV creates the Green Lift 
Fluitronic line, which are characterized by a digital technology electronic valve for 
optimum performance (e.g. in energy saving and cost containment), DRY control units 
with non-submerged motors to reduce consumption and environment-friendly fluids 
whose features ensure far lower environmental impact as compared to the conven-
tional mineral oil.  GMV develops new products to complete the Green Lift Fluitronic 
line: lifts with no machine room (GLF MRL-T) and reduced shaft and head.

At the same time, GMV elaborates the Gearless Belt technology and introduces on 
the market the Green Lift Gearless Belt systems, whose asynchronous motors with 
no permanent magnets are ideal for uses beyond 6 stops.

2008 - Furthermore, the range of GMV’s complete systems is enriched by the GPL 
goods lift, VL car lifts and Home Lifts.

2009 - The Green Lift Fluitronic in compliance with new Machine Directive 2006/42/
EC, patterned ont the L.U.L.A. (Limited Use Limited Application) American installa-
tions, is launched on the market.

2010 - GMV has designed and produced the Easy kit in order to give new life to old 
hydraulic lifts. Easy kit includes a DRY power unit with electronic valve in compliance 
with NGV digital technology, interface board for the connection of existing electrical 
parts, and ecologic oil. Easy kit reduces consumption considerably (installed power 
as well as the noise of the lift) and guarantees excellent performance and comfort.

2012 - To help expanding the choices on the GMV Home lift we introduced the op-
tion to have semi automatic and manual doors. GMV is the first in Italy to offer the 
same finishes of doors used within houses for the home lifts manual doors.

2013 - GMV launched its NGV EK model power unit, offering the modernisation 
of the elevator in a very short time which increases the comfort and energy ef-
ficiency without touching the control panel. GMV created the first network of Italian 
lift companies, GMV Success Network. GMV launched the first Home Lift MRL with 
Fluitronic technology.

2014 - GMV launched the first finance assistance with consumer credit reserved for 
condominiums, designed for the elevator industry. At the same time it will receive 
the maximum energy classification on its lifts. GMV also created its new website and 
launched online MASS the top earthquake-resistant technology.

The History 
of GMV



The GMV products have been on the market for over 50 years.
We have gone a long way since 1958, the year GMV was 
founded.
More than 800,000 lifts in the world are equipped with hydrau-
lic and new GMV Fluitronic components.
With an experience of over 50 years and several tens of thou-
sands of new components produced by the GMV every year, 
we have the right to state that, when you are in front of a 
hydraulic lift, in no matter what country, this is most likely to 
be equipped with GMV technology. 30% of the hydraulic lifts 
throughout the world and 50% of them in Europe contain 
components of GMV product range.
Over 100 million strokes are covered every day by lifts pro-
vided with GMV drives and technology.
All the large companies of the industry - as well as a good per-
centage of the medium and small ones - have installed hydraulic 
products of the GMV Group.
Perhaps without always being aware of it, the designers and ar-
chitects of the whole world have been using GMV components 
in the development of their own lifts for over half a century.
As an example, over 50,000 OTIS lifts and over 25,000 SCHIN-
DLER ones installed the world over are equipped with GMV 
hydraulic components.   

The lift market 
and GMV

The hydraulic 
lifts in the world

1958 - Before us

With us today   
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GMV’s
philosophy
in the
market

The GMV Group applies the GloCal technique, a market phi-
losophy which has been successfully experimented in several 
sectors where the offer of specialized services is particularly 
significant, such as the automotive, HVAC and telecommunica-
tion industries.
By GloCal (Global + Local) technique we mean the ideal un-
ion between a company such as GMV, specialized on world-
wide scale, and a capillary network of dealers, specialized in the 
supply of installation, sale and after-sale services.
The Glocal technique conjugates the product of a large inter-
national company of advanced technology and quality to the 
customized, efficient service of the local “craftsman”: the best 
quality of the product with the best quality of the service.

Since GMV is the no. 1 in the world with over 800,000 lifts 
equipped with GMV hydraulic and Fluitronic components; the 
Fluitronic and Gearless Belt technologies are the best ones – 
respectively – for systems up to 6 stops and beyond six stops, 
the GMV dealers who select to use our products and innova-
tive technologies are with us the no. 1 in the area where they 
operate and are competitive in both price and technique.

GMV offers its dealers:
• Low production  cost, thanks to 
the scale economy in production 

• Continuous technological innovation 
of the products 

• High quality 
• Product guarantee up to ten years 

• An established international brand name 

The GMV dealers guarantee
to the final customers:

• Specialized, highly qualified local 
service in installation and sale

• Flexibility 
• Capillarity throughout the territory 

• Personal commitment 
• Problem solving

• Timely action 

GMV’s philosophy in 
the market

A GLObal
product...

...a loCAL
service
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The current trend in the field of vertical motion is leading to-
wards lifts of the following features:
• Machineroomless (MRL), i.e. design solutions which allow 
overall savings in terms of both space and raw materials, with-
out affecting the performance 
• Environment-friendliness, to respect the environment 
and meet the increasing environment sensitivity of the public 
opinion 
• Safety, in compliance with increasingly rigorous and binding 
standards 
• Comfort, to meet the requirements of increasingly demand-
ing users as well as the needs of the disabled 
• High quality/price ratio, to meet the cost containment ob-
jectives of the building industry 
• Contained management (energy and operation) cost, to 
comply with the needs to save of the condominiums and con-
tribute in achieving sustainable development 

As a response to these requirements, GMV has developed the 
Fluitronic and Gearless Belt technologies.

GMV’s 
new
ideas

n.1 in the world
Over 800,000 

lifts operating with 
GMV equipment
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GMV’s new ideas

Green Lift MRL-T

NGV valve 
with Digital Technology

Green Lift 
Fluitronic
The main advantages of the Green Lift Fluitronic sys-
tems can be summarized as follows:
• No machine room, which – subsequently – leaves the oppor-
tunity for a different allocation of the room, if already existing 
• No environment impact thanks to the use of the environ-
ment-friendly biodegradable fluid, in compliance with Directive 
2006/118/CE on the environment
• Safety:
 - they are provided with double safety closure electronic 

valve and thus comply with the new Machine Directive 
2006/42/EC

 - they resort to a simple effective rescue system based upon 
gravity and can be operated also by appropriately trained 
non-qualified personnel. On the contrary, the rescue sys-
tem of the electrical lifts with permanent magnet motors is 
more complicated and often involves the use of an auxiliary 
energy supply 

 - by law, they must be provided with a manual pump for the 
fast and cost-effective  release of the car when blocked on 
the parachute devices. On the contrary, a similar device in 
the electrical installations is far more expensive and com-
plex and this is perhaps the reason why it is not compulsory 

 - they are low seismic vulnerability systems, since they do 
not feature the suspended masses of machine and coun-
terweight. Extensive evidence of that was shown in telluric 
events occurred in several regions throughout  the world 
in the last 50 years 

 - these systems are comfortable and safe for the mainte-
nance operators since the machinery (control unit and ma-
neuver panel) is located either outside the shaft (MRL-MC) 
or in a pit and at the first floor (MRL-T). On the other hand, 
in the gearless electrical installations, the position of the 
maintenance operator is uncomfortable and dangerous as 
their drive system is usually located in high position within 
the shaft and all the interventions are to be carried out 
from the car roof, in the upper portion of the shaft head, 
where the controls are often located as well.

• High running comfort, gradual, imperceptible accelerations 
and decelerations, floor leveling accuracy, no vibrations thanks 
to the digital technology electronic valve 
• Cost savings up to 30% 
• Reduced maintenance cost, also thanks to the 10-year guar-
antee reserved to our dealers, which attests the reliability and 
quality of our systems 
• Power consumption varying from country to country, but 
generally contained within 200 to 300 € per year for the typical 
home installations, thanks – in particular – to the digital tech-
nology electronic valve and to the new control units with “dry” 
motors, i.e. not submerged in the fluid
• Reduction of the power installed up to 5.7 kW, thanks again 
to the digital technology electronic valve
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The main advantages of the Green Lift Gearless Belt 
systems can be summarized as follows:
• No machine room (MRL version):  also in this case, the exist-
ing room – if any – can be used for other functions 
• No environmental impact thanks to the asynchronous mo-
tors with no permanent magnets, whose disposal is difficult 
and expensive
• Safety:
 - the loads of the system do not weigh on the building struc-

ture  (MRL version)
 - no risk of demagnetization thanks to the absence of per-

manent magnets 
 - UPS assisted emergency maneuver through push buttons
• High running comfort, gradual, imperceptible accelerations 
and decelerations and floor leveling accuracy, thanks to the 
encoder controlled VVVF; very silent running and low level of 
vibrations, thanks to the “PoliV®” V-belt transmission
• Competitive price as related to the range of MRL trac-
tion lifts.
• Reduced maintenance cost also thanks to the 10-year guar-
antee reserved to our dealers, which attests the reliability and 
quality of our systems. 
• Reduced energy consumption thanks to the self-ventilated, 
three-phased asynchronous motor, which ensures the great-
est efficiency with the minimum energy adsorption 

On the grounds of the long experience we accrued, we are 
able to supply lifts of easy, cost effective installation, thanks to 
innovative assembly techniques and to the remarkable reduc-
tion of assistance required by the installer on site from the 
building enterprise personnel. 

GMV systems and components are particularly suitable to be 
used in modernisations, or to be located inside buildings with 
no lift, because the load of the gearless belt machine and/or 
of the Fluitronic power unit does not weigh on the building 
structure.
The Big Space modernization solutions, which use GMV sys-
tems and components, allow to have wider, more capable cars, 
to increase the payload of the old systems and a different use 
of the machine room. This enables to meet the requirements 
of the market and of those standards which aim at overcoming 
the architectural barriers (e.g. EN 81.70) as well as, sometimes, 
to access connected benefits granted by the law.

GMV’s
new ideas 

Green Lift GLB MRL

Green Lift 
Gearless Belt
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Manufacturing 
facilities and 

environmental 
responsibility 

The GMV plants also stand out for the utmost care dedicated 
to environmental responsibility, which concretizes in a rigorous 
separated disposal of the urban and production waste.
As an example, the plant in Novara is provided with the follow-
ing solutions for environment protection:
• A system for the abatement of the emission into the atmos-
phere: an afterburner for the painting systems, self-supplied by 
the painting fumes, emits only pure air into the atmosphere 
• heating by natural gas, instead of the more polluting gas oil 
• air-conditioning by means of a sophisticated  channeled air 
cooling system which – instead of Freon gas, as it usually is the 
case – resorts to water draught from an internal  well at a 
temperature of 12° C
• The welding and grinding equipment is provided with ex-
haustion hoods with activated carbon filters

As our products constitute a range of advanced 
technological elements to meet the most de-

manding requirements of the modern lift market, 
GMV’s manufacturing facilities  are provided 

with production lines of absolute excellence in 
Italy, Sweden, Canada (for the North-American 

market) and China (for the Asian market). Thanks 
to the support of the most effective EDP and 

robotized solutions, integrated to the competence 
and professionalism of workmen provided with 

specific experience, GMV offers the international 
market a manufacturing capacity up to meet the 

requirements of the most demanding
 heterogeneous customers.
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Research

Research 9

Research is meant – besides experimentation – as a tool to 
consistently identify the changes in progress throughout the 
market, its requirements and the new aspects of the society 
we live in.
This is why our reference parameters are energy saving, cost 
reduction, safety ensured to both the passengers and the in-
stallers, respect of the environment. All this without forgetting 
product innovation: GMV has always invested a great deal  in 
research and innovation and even today intends to be at the 
vanguard in those sectors which have contributed to make her 
become the n.1in the world. 



Components for the new lifts
Our continuous research activity has enabled us to develop in-
novative products, which enable the installers to create their own 
lift – also MRL – with respect for the environment and also in 
compliance with the latest standards:

• The most complete range of power units up to 600 l/min., 
amongst which the dry units with motors not submerged in the 
fluid and a double closure digital technology electronic valve to 
ensure optimum running comfort, a significant reduction in both 
consumption and power installed, highly satisfactory noise level 
standards and great savings on the filling fluid 

• Environment-friendly fluid with bio-degradability index > 
90% in compliance with standard CEC L33-A-93 and directive 
2006/118/CE on the environment. Its technical features are higher 
than the conventional mineral oil, in particular as regards its stability 
with the temperature variations and high degree of fire resistance 

• The most complete range of pistons, including the telescopic 
ones with hydraulic and mechanical synchronization 

• Kit A2, to develop a tailor-made MRL Fluitronic system

• GMV  Victory automatic doors, tested in compliance with 
standard EN 81-58 class E120 – EI 120, available also with re-
duced thresholds 

• Cars  with a high level of customization: modular, robust and 
light, which can be assembled from the inside by only one opera-
tor 

• Gearless Belt machine, with the easy installation and adjustment 
of a three-phased asynchronous motor, which allows optimum 
running comfort, silent running, low vibration levels, contained in-
stallation and maintenance cost and reduced consumption 

• GPL goods lift kit, consisting of:
 - Robust and though light car slings, whose design allows the 

maximum utilization of the room available in the shaft;
 - 1:1 direct action pistons, for great stability during loading and 

unloading, with no need of parachute, safety contact of both 
the ropes and the transmission pulley 

 - AST piping with adjustable threaded connections which enable 
easy, fast installation 

 - Robust and though light cars, with wide choice of metal finish 
and materials 

Environment
Friendly Fluid

GL DRY CONTROL 
UNIT c/w NGV valve

Piston EC

Piston 1008

GPL Goods Hoist Car

Automatic doors

GMV products 
for no. 1 
installers

GMV products for no. 1 installers10



Kit A2

Refurbishment components
GMV proposes – at a competitive price – all the refurbish-
ment components which enable to give a new life to the old 
systems, passing from the conventional hydraulics to the Fluit-
ronic technology in compliance with the most recent stand-
ards as related to SAFETY (new Machine Directive 2006/42/
CE), ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT (Directive 2006/118/CE on 
the environment), CONSUMPTIONS (protocol of Kyoto) and 
FLOOR STOP ACCURACY (standard EN 81.70 for the abate-
ment of the architectural barriers):

• Dry power units with motors not submerged in a fluid and 
double safety digital technology electronic valve, available also 
with Easy Kit for modernisations, with interface for the connec-
tion to existing panels 

• Digital technology NGV electronic valve, with double clo-
sure in compliance with the new Machine Directive, which ena-
bles to reduce both consumption and power installed 

• Biodegradable environment-friendly fluid with high level of 
stability in case of the temperature variations and high degree 
of resistance to fire 

• Soundproof control cabinets with reduction of the packag-
ing dimensions 

• Kit A2, to develop a tailor-made MRL Fluitronic system 

• Big Space solutions, for either complete or partial moderni-
sations, which allow to have wider, more capable cars, an in-
crease in the payload of the old systems and a different use of 
the machine room 

• Complete range of pistons, car slings, doors (class E120 – EI 
120, with viability of reduced thresholds)

• Home Lift components according to the new Machine
Directive

HL DRY CONTROL 
UNIT c/w NGV valve

NGV valve with Digital 
Technology

GMV products for no. 1 installers

New lift with Big Space

Example of Big Space solutions

Old electrical lift

GMV products for no. 1 installers
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Green Lift MRL-MC

GMV products 
for no. 1 
installers 

• Green Lift Gearless Belt (GLB), traction lift with three-phase 
asynchronous motor, ideal for more than 6 stops and with re-
duced maintenance costs. 
• Home Lift, ideal for private houses with reduced pit and 
headroom; it works through a simple power socket.
• Green Lift Fluitronic as per the new Machine Directive 
2006/42/CE – following the American Lula design (Limited 
Use Limited Application) – for residential houses, with  0,15 
m/s speed and power operated doors ; no need of final testing.
• Goods/Passengers Lift (GPL), for payload from 2500 kg up to 
8000 kg and for travels up to 20 m
• Vehicle Lift (VL),for payloads up to 3500 kg and travel up to 
18 m, with a wide range of lift car sizes. .

The lift packages
GMV offer a wide range of lift packages, ideal for every need: 
residential, for the service industry and industrial. .
The GMV Green Lift Fluitronic and Gearless Belt lifts are the 
best solution for new installations and are specifically indicat-
ed to be used in modernization jobs (Big Space versions),or 
in buildings without a lift, because the load of the Fluitronic 
power unit or of the Gearless Belt machine do not rest on the 
structure of the building.
The GMV lifts comply with the new standards and are 
equipped with innovative components, moreover they have 
many advantages, like the competitive price and the extension 
of the guarantee up to 10 years. 
The range of the GMV lift packages is as follows::
• Green Lift Fluitronic (GLF) - also with lower pit and head-
room - , as a passenger lift, with payload from 320 kg up to1000 
kg, ideal up to 6 stops and available in the following types: :
- GLF MRL-T (power unit and controller in the shaft)
- GLF MRL-MC (with controller in the machine room)
- GLF with machine room also

GLF MRL-T GLF MRL-MC GLF with
machine room

GMV products for no. 1 installers12



GMV S.p.A.
AZIENDA
CERTIFICATA
UNI EN ISO 9001

GMV’s quality systems are certified.
Furthermore, we have introduced the “6 sigma” 
concept as a total quality philosophy, up to the 
complete testing of the products.

Quality

GMV products for no. 1 installers 13



in the w    rld

POLAND 
GMV POLSKA Sp. Z.o.o.

KOREA* 
EL-TECH LTD.

ITALY 
TECHNOLIFT S.r.l.

ITALY
GMV S.p.A.
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CZECH REPUBLIC
GMV MARTINI CZ s.r.o.

CHINA 

BEIJING GMV 
HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR COMPONENTS Co. Ltd

CANADA 
OLS-NA Inc.

BRAZIL 
GMV LATINO AMERICA ELEVADORES Ltda

GERMANY
OILDINAMIC GMV AUFZUGSANTRIEBE GmbH

FRANCE 

GMV FRANCE

INDIA  

GMV INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

HUNGARY*
ITALIFT KER K.F.T.

GREECE  

OILIFT S.A.

ISRAEL* 

AMBAR FORUM LTD



TURKEY 
GMV TURKEY

UNITED KINGDOM
GMV U.K. Ltd

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES*
GULF ELEVATORS  CO.  L.L.C.

SWEDEN 
GMV SWEDEN AB 

SPAIN 
GMV EUROLIFT, S.A.

PORTUGAL  

SICMALEVA Lda.

* Distributors
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TURKEY* 
BULUT MAKINA 
ASANSÖR SANAYI VE TICARET LTD. ŞTI.
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BRAZIL 
GMV LATINO AMERICA ELEVADORES Ltda
Rua Jose Batista Dos Santos, 2891
Cidade Industrial de Curitiba - PR
CEP 81250-000
Tel.: +55 41 3345-9139 Fax +55 41 3345-7855
e-mail: gmv@gmvla.com.br
www.gmvla.com.br

CANADA 
OLS-NA Inc.
4 Cochran Drive 
Ayr, Ontario, Canada
N0B 1E0  
Tel.  +1 519 6214563 Fax  +1 519 6245675
e-mail: : danl@ols-na.com 
www.ols-na.com 

CHINA 
BEIJING GMV 
HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR COMPONENTS Co. Ltd
Warehouse: No. 68 Jingyuan Road,
Yanshan Concrete Factory, Shijingshan District, 
BEIJING, P. R. CHINA CD: 100041
Office: B 15-12 Vantone New World Plaza 2,
FuChengMen Wai Avenue XiCheng District,  
BEIJING, P. R. CHINA CD: 100037
Tel.: +86 10 68032707 - Tel.: +86 10 68578812
Fax: +86 10 68578709
e-mail: gmv@gmv.com.cn

CZECH REPUBLIC
GMV MARTINI CZ s.r.o.
Kabátníkova 575/9, 602 00  Brno
Tel./Fax: +420 5 49211593 Tel. +420 5 41240400
e-mail: paulerova@hlc-gmv.cz
www.hlc-gmv.cz

FRANCE 
GMV France SA
1, Allée des Cyclades  
BP 20002
74961 CRAN GEVRIER Cedex
Tel.: +33 (0) 450 640057 
Fax: +33 (0) 450 640211
e-mail: info@gmvfrance.fr
www.gmv-fr.com

GERMANY
OILDINAMIC GMV AUFZUGSANTRIEBE GmbH
Gewerbestraße 9 (D) 85652 Landsham
Tel.: +49 89 9048352 
Fax: +49 89 9036191
e-mail: info@oildinamic.de
www.oildinamic.de

GREECE
OILIFT S.A.
ORTANSIAS 84 - NEO MONOMATI – 
ACHARNES –TK 13677 - ATHENS
Tel.: +30 210-24.62.473
Fax: +30 210-27.92.914
e-mail: eoppio@oilift.gr  
e-mail: info@oilift.gr
www.oilift.gr

HUNGARY
ITALIFT K.F.T. *
Budafoki út 64
1117 Budapest
Tel/Fax: +36 1 464 5263 
Tel/Fax: +36 1 464 5265
e-mail: italift@tlt.hu

INDIA
GMV INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Office: 
30 – VEGA, 
Hiranandani Estate, 
Ghodbunder Road, 
Thane (W) - 400607
Tel.: +91 22 41005236
Tel.: +91 9930003389
e-mail: info@gmv-india.co.in

ISRAEL
AMBAR FORUM  LTD. *
17  Hamefalsim  St.
Petach – Tikva 49130
Tel.: +972 3 9039444 
Fax: +972 3 9039888
e-mail: ambar@ambarforum.co.il
www.ambarforum.co.il

ITALY
GMV S.p.A.
Sales office and factory:
Strada per Biandrate, 110/ 112
28100 Novara (NO) 
Tel. +39 0321 677611
Fax +39 0321 057715
Registered office and head office:
Via Don Gnocchi, 10
20016 Pero (MI)
Tel. +39 02 339301
Fax +39 02 3390379
e-mail: info@gmv.it
glocal.gmv.it
www.gmv.it

ITALY
TECHNOLIFT S.r.l.
Via E. Fermi, 7 
38015 Lavis (TN)
Tel. +39 0461 240786 
Fax +39 0461 240287
e-mail: info@technolift.com
www.technolift.com

KOREA 
EL-TECH LTD. *
Teheran Office Bldg. No. 1115 
707-38 Yeok Sam-Dong
Kang Nam-Ku, Seoul 135-082
Tel.: +82 2 5646734 
Fax: +82 2 5646735
e-mail: eltechfirst@yahoo.co.kr

LEBANON
NICE LIFT SARL *
Bouchrieh, Industries City, Beirut
Tel.: +961 3 195793
Fax: +961 1 879597
e-mail: eliemoussa@nice-lift.com
www.nice-lift.com

POLAND
GMV POLSKA Sp. z o.o.
ul. Marconich 2 lok. 2
02-954 Warszawa
Tel. +48 22 6519145 
Fax +48 22 8589969
e-mail: info@gmv.pl
www.gmv.pl

PORTUGAL
SICMALEVA Lda
Rua dos Ciprestes n. 48
Edificio Office no Estoril
Escritório ABL - Alto dos Gaios
2765-623 ESTORIL
Tel: +351 214 489 350
Fax: +351 214 453 069
e-mail: geral@sicmaleva.pt 
www.sicmaleva.pt

SPAIN 
GMV EUROLIFT S.A.
Polígono Industrial Rosanes II
C/Luxemburg, 7-17
08769 CASTELLVÍ DE ROSANES (BARCELONA)
Tel.: +34 902 345 234
Fax: +34 902 345 432
e-mail: info@es.gmvgrupo.com
www.gmveurolift.es

SWEDEN
GMV SWEDEN AB
Forsdalavägen 1 - Box 19 - 342 21 Alvesta
Tel.: +46 472 45600  Fax: +46 472 45699
e-mail: info@gmv.se
www.gmv.se

TURKEY
GMV TURKEY 
Selvili Sok. Gul apt. 7/1
34330 - 4.Levent / Istanbul
Tel: +90 212 279 2400
Fax:+90 212 279 2221
GSM: +90 542 432 3171 Mr.Suha Hatipoglu - Agent
e-mail: suhahatipoglu@gmv-turkey.com
www.gmv-turkey.com

TURKEY
BULUT MAKİNA ASANSÖR SAN. TİC. A.Ş.* 
Orhanlı Mahallesi Katip Çelebi Caddesi No:17/B-2
34956 Tuzla – Istanbul
Tel: +90 216 394 5050
Fax: +90 216 394 5054
www.bulutmakina.com 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
GULF ELEVATORS CO. L.L.C. *
PO Box 12560
Dubai U.A.E.
Tel. +9714 3526599 / 3524226
Fax +9714 3524692

UNITED KINGDOM
GMV (UK) Ltd
2A Claremont Road 
Whitley Bay 
Tyne & Wear, NE26 3TW
Tel.: +44 (0)191 252 9350 
e-mail: martin.summers@gmvlifts.co.uk
www.gmvlifts.co.uk





ITALY
GMV S.p.A.

Sales office and factory:
Strada per Biandrate, 110/ 112

28100 Novara (NO) 
Tel. +39 0321 677611
Fax +39 0321 057715

Registered office and head office:
Via Don Gnocchi, 10

20016 Pero (MI)
Tel. +39 02 339301

Fax +39 02 3390379
e-mail: info@gmv.it

glocal.gmv.it
www.gmv.it
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